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GAME DESIGN
I.

AIM OF THE GAME:
To create a fun, interactive and community focused game with an emphasis on
crypto integration and equal opportunities for monetary gain.

II.

GENRE:

III.

TARGET AUDIENCE:

RTS (Real-time strategy) and MOBA (Multiplayer online battle arena).

16 years old and above, people who are interested in cryptocurrency or already
actively using cryptocurrency.

IV.

DESCRIPTION:
MEDLand

Valley

is

a

combination

of

(RTS)real-time

strategy

and

a

(MOBA)multiplayer online battle arena with a crypto focused economy allowing
for NFT auctions and an in-game token exchange system. You venture out to
defeat the 4th Nation while working together with other players to form a clan
and control territory as well as using your hero to battle against other players in
multiple dynamic arenas.
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V.

GAME PLATFORM:
Browser based, with a future mobile app and a launcher system similar to
Battle.net, Riot Client, Epic Games Launcher.
There are future plans for a downloadable Windows and macOS client.
Game launcher will have multiple tabs including launchable games, NFT/character
details and a store page which allows both our own tokens and certain skins for
USD tokens too.

VI.

REGISTRATION:
Users register on MEDLand’s website (or via the mobile app launcher in the future).
Users will need a MetaMask or Trust Wallet to access the game. We would like players
to only have to provide us the bare minimum data required to sign up and access the
game.
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VII.

TYPE OF GAME:

VIII.

WHO CAN PLAY:

RTS (Real-time strategy) combined with a 2D MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle arena).

Anyone with an internet connection and virtual crypto wallet can play (these are
required for registration). We would like a quick and simple way of creating an account
or logging in to play the game. We will need a minimum system requirements list for
mobile devices as older models may be incompatible.
Generally newer IOS version support Iphone SE or Iphone 6s and onward.

IX.

SERVER FUNCTION AND LIFETIME
A server/ in-game world will run for 30-60 days. The ending depends on how players
handle the 4th nation and the winning or losing conditions of the server. Multiple
servers can run simultaneously and will be staggered, so not all servers are inactive at
once. Users can play on multiple servers. There is no cross-play between servers, and
they will be compartmentalised to balance and control the value of resources on each
server’s exchanges.
Servers will go down weekly for minor updates (adding skins and bug fixes as well as
general maintenance), servers will also go down every 6 months for significant updates
to the game (Large feature changes or additions), and players should be able to continue
on the server they are playing on after the new update is applied if the server is still
active after the update period.
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X.

INTERFACE:
Selecting a game in the launcher will provide the user with statistics and updates on
their activities within the game.

01. BASIC VIEW:
Shows a cut down and simplified view of all updates from all servers the player
is on.

02. SERVER VIEW:
This shows all statistics for a specific server. This page will be empty if you
select a server where you have not played yet/ the player then clicks on the
launch button to enter the game.

03. STATISTICS:
1. As much detailed information as possible about the game
2. Number of resources produced by the village (daily/weekly)
3. Number of workers producing resources (showing how many are gathering
each resource)
4. Incoming attacks notifications - how many units are attacking and where they
are attacking
5. Outgoing attacks notifications
6. Messages
7. Clan invites
8. Total Silver (Per server)
9. Total of each MEDLand Token being held
10. Number of dominated territories
11. Garrisons
12. Losses (after attacking/ defending)
13. Leader boards
14. Achievements
15. Combat reports
16. Daily missions/ tasks
17. Price report (drop/ rise of resource trade value)
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Leader board information:
1. Most advanced village
2. Most 4th nation villages destroyed
3. Most Silver in the treasury (player or clan)
4. Biggest army
5. Most wins in PVP arena
6. Most regions dominated
All statistics and notifications can be disabled or enabled in the settings menu.
(Default: enabled)

XI.

THE GAME
1. START:
If the player does not have a hero/village on the server, they start the creation
process: Choice of race/nation, hero creation and customisation, and establishing a
village.
If the player has a hero/village on the server, they can click on a button to continue
the game.
If the player has an NFT character they wish to use on the selected server, they can
select it and continue to the statistics screen. If the player does not have an NFT
character, they are sent to the hero creation menu, which allows them to choose
their race and change facial features and body type (masculine and feminine).
The player can then spend points on traits for their hero; each player starts with 15
points which they must use.
The player is then asked to create a village by choosing a location they wish to settle
in on the map (players are only allowed to settle in the central parts of the map as
the 4Th nation settles at the edges).
The player establishes their village and a small tutorial to teach them how to play.
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2. MAP CAMERA VIEWS:
a)

Map view - This view is zoomable
and shows the entire map
including

clan

members

and

controlled territories.

b)

Village view – overview of the
village and its associated resource
gathering areas.

b)

Inner village view – View of
buildings within the village.
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3. MAP PARTS:
a) PLAYER VILLAGES:
Arranged in a checkerboard pattern.
Click on a village to view that player’s stats.
Can be looted - only Silver can be captured (5% per successful attack) with
rare bonuses such as skins or other useful resources. (higher chances after 5
consecutive successful attacks).
Buildings inside the village can be destroyed (each time a building’s health
hits 0, it loses a level that is built on it, down to level 1, buildings cannot be
fully destroyed).

b) GARRISON:
A military outpost that is established by one or more players from the same
clan.
Does not produce resources.
Destroyable – (After wiping out all the soldiers/ units inside it)
No limit to how many units can be stored within.
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c) FOURTH NATION VILLAGES:
Settle in empty areas of the map.
They start from the outer edges and move in towards the middle.
They can establish new villages.
Their villages can be looted and destroyed.

d) OUTLYING AREAS (OASES):
Player villages are arranged in a checkerboard pattern, with empty areas
between them. Oases are resource fields outside villages where a certain
resource can be produced. Multiple players can send Workers to these fields
(max 100 total). The possession of resource fields also contributes to the control
of the region they are in. A resource field is owned by the clan or player with at
least 51 workers inside it.

e) REGIONS:
The map is randomly divided into 10 unequal-sized regions (minimum 5x5)
on every server. (These are generated at the beginning of the server and
cannot be changed).
These regions can be dominated by clans.
To dominate a region, a clan must hold 51% of the region's territory (villages
+ outskirts).
Garrisons can be established on empty sections of land (same slots that are
used for villages).
Advantages of dominating a region:
10% of each transaction in the region is taken as tax, 2% of this tax
goes to the ruling clan and deposited into the clan’s treasury, if the
treasury is full it is shared equally among the clan members (Clan
Tax)
This applies to all in-game raw materials (but not for the MED
Crystals).
If the region is not ruled by a clan then there is no Clan Tax.

f) UNIT POPULATION:
Players have to pay an upkeep cost (Silver) based on how many units they have,
if this is not paid, units can desert the player, Workers require bread to keep
going, other units require Silver, essentially limiting army sizes by resource
consumption.
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4. VILLAGE VIEW SECTIONS:
In the village view, clicking the middle will take you to the inner village view.
Resource fields are around each village - all players and all races have the same
amount of each resource field around them; they must also process the materials
using a processing building for that type of material.

a) RAW MATERIAL FIELDS:
Can be levelled up, but cannot surpass the level of the processing building
associated with it, only 1 can be built per resource field. (Wheatfield, Forest,
Mountains, Grassy Plains).

a) PROCESSING BUILDINGS:
1 of each can be built, their level can be increased. They increase production
efficiency per level. (Mill, Barn, Forester's Lodge, Miner's Hut). (Max level: 10)
The level of the resource fields can be up to the level of the processing buildings.
Therefore, to improve a raw material field, the associated processing building must also
be improved.
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4.1 INNER VILLAGE VIEW:
View of village buildings so the player can interact with them.
In a square grid -> 10x10 = 100 buildings can be built.

a) BUILDINGS
All races have the same buildings.
These buildings have the same function for all races.
Buildings have a maximum level of 10.
These properties can only be changed by passive traits that the player’s hero
has, these traits can be enhanced for the next server if there are remaining
resources in the possession of the player at the end of the server.
The materials used to construct buildings are stone, Silver, and wood.
Each building has an effect or ability and a durability number.
Building levels can be destroyed, each time a building’s durability hits 0, it
decreases in level, player buildings cannot be fully destroyed only reduced
to level 1, 4th Nation buildings can be fully destroyed.
There is a permanent wall surrounding the city, it cannot be upgraded or
destroyed, has no durability, it is purely cosmetic.
Village walls will have ramparts to station units on them, the level of the
walls determines how many spearman can be made to guard the walls,
increasing the village’s defence, the player will have to assign spearman
from their village units.
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BUILDING SELECTION MOCK-UP:

5. NATIONS:
There are 3 nations to choose from, the 4th nation is the enemy.

5.1 RACES:
a) HUMANS
Average – great starter choice.
Infantry focused.
No particular disadvantages, but also no distinct advantages either.

b) DWARVES
Excel at mining but are bad at livestock farming.
Best at defence and siege.

c) NIGHT ELVES
Best at livestock farming but bad at mining.
Particularly good raiders, fast and effective units.
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5.2 THE 4TH NATION:
The enemy.
Can create new villages.
They are the reason the server ends.
They can loot players.
They can be looted and destroyed (rarely drops MED TOKEN and MED Crystals
in a limited amount as well as temporary hero skins).

5.3 HEROES:
They can be upgraded at the end of each server, they have passive traits that
increase resource production (%) and skills that are useful in PVP combat.
Each hero has a level, max level 50 in PVP/RTS
Heroes are can be minted into NFTs at the end of an RTS server
As heroes level up they receive passive trait points and skill points, allowing
them to select different or better skills in PVP.

5.4 UNITS:
Every player has workers and spearmen (weak and cheap units, they can be used in
PVP combat).
The other units vary by nation and are divided into three classes.

a) INFANTRY SUBTYPES:
Infantry
Ranged
Demolition

b) UNITS BY NATION:
All: Spearman, Worker
Humans: Swordsman, Crossbowman, Heavy Cavalry
Dwarf: Axe warrior, Rifleman, Cannoneer
Night Elf: Assassin, Archer, Ent
The number of units that can be produced depends on the level of the
barracks and stables.
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b) ABILITIES AND VALUES OF UNITS:
Attack: the amount of damage a unit inflicts per attack.
Defence: Reduces damage taken when a unit is attacked.
Speed: The speed at which a unit travels across the map. In a
mixed team, the speed of the slowest unit is the maximum speed
the whole team can move at.
Siege Power: The amount of damage a unit inflicts on buildings
during an attack (this only comes into effect after destroying
defending units.)
Carry Capacity: The amount of Silver a unit can carry.
Health: Each unit has 100. (This can be increased or decreased by
the hero’s passive traits.)
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5.4.1 PRODUCTION:
Three raw materials are needed to produce soldiers, these are: silver, bread and meat.
Each unit requires a different quantity of each material. Units have different
production times.

6. ECONOMY:
Five resources can be produced in the resource fields. Each of these can be exchanged
during the game. The most valuable resource in the game is the 6th resource, the
MED Crystal.
There are resource fields linked to each player’s village, these do not require
workers only levels to increase production of a resource.
Resource fields can be found in shared areas, these cannot be attacked or looted,
players can send workers here to harvest resources.
Shared resource fields are controlled by any player or clan with 51/100 workers
inside it.
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6.1 BASIC RESOURCES:
Silver (convertible to MED Crystal and vice versa), Stone, Wood, Wheat (turns
into bread), Animals (turns into meat)
Construction: wood + stone + Silver
Units: Bread+ Meat+ Silver

6.2 CONSTRUCTION PROCESS:
Forest + Forestry – Raw Wood – Sawmill – Wood
Mine + Miner’s Hut – Silver Ore – Refinery – Silver
Mountain + Miner’s Hut – stone
This changes the bottom diagram slightly but essentially the same with extra step
for silver.
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6.3 MILITARY PRODUCTION PROCESS:

6.4 BUYING AND SELLIN MED CRYSTAL:
MEDC can be bought on any external exchanges without playing the game. It can be
bought and sold on the server’s internal exchange for Silver, and there will be a weekly
limit for converting Silver to MEDC (25% daily). Silver can be used to buy other raw
materials on the in-game market. Also, Silver and MEDC can be traded freely on the
running server’s exchange.
The initial exchange rate of MEDC to Silver will be 100 Silver per MEDC, and then the
exchange rate will be determined by the free market forces. We expect drops in the price
of MEDC at the end of a server lifetime (this is counteracted by staggered server ending
times). To counteract large dips in MEDC price, players can use their Silver to upgrade
and add value to their NFTs. The player’s NFT can accumulate value and negate the
token’s value loss.
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6.5 MED CRYSTAL PROPERTIES:
Can be used for buying NFTs (we want our NFTs to be useable in all MEDLAND
games).
Can be used for chancing in the arena (PVP only servers).
Can be exchanged for Silver.
The game tries to avoid Pay-To-Win situations. Therefore, players are allowed
to buy more MEDC during the game and convert them to Silver, which may give
them an initial advantage. However, mechanics such as unit creation time
prevents players with large amounts of Silver from too quickly producing units
compared to other players.

6.6 LOOTING:
Players can loot 4th Nation villages and take non-premium resources, sometimes
the player is also rewarded MED Crystals and or MED Tokens. The 4th Nation is also
capable of looting, but they can only loot non-premium resources.
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6.7 SENDING RAW MATERIAL:
Raw material can be sent between players using the Trader’s guild. Although
players are taxed for sending materials, this tax is lowered if they are in the same
clan. However, players can only send 10% of their village’s total daily production per
day.
Each resource field produces a certain amount of a resource per hour (depending
on its level). This rate is increased by the level of the field and its supporting
processing building. The hero’s passive traits are limited to increasing resource
yields to a maximum of 50%. And then the hero NFT will split into 2 ones having
25% passive skills

6.8 TAX:
There is a fee for each “raw material transfer”, and tax rates differ based on whether
both players are in the same clan or not; then, the cost is 8 silver and 6% of the
resources. The tax rate is lowered to 2 silver and 3% of resources if they are.

7. THEHERO AND PVP COMBAT:
7.1 HERO:
Each player has one hero per server.
The hero’s core is an NFT (if the player has bought one, it can be made into one
at the end of a server).
Clothing and weapons can be purchased as skins; these are purely cosmetic
(aesthetics).
Passive attributes such as increased production can be acquired if someone
invests the remaining resources they have at the end of a server into their hero’s
NFT. (After reaching a total of 50% production bonus increases, the NFT can be
split into two NFTs, one original with a silver/gold/diamond status and the
other with a new split status, these NFTs split the resource production bonus,
and the new NFT will be set to level 30 and given a free skill reset.
A maximum of a 1% increase in resource production can be earned per server
end. The production increase is dependent on the amount of Silver held by the
player at the end of the server.
Maximum level: 50.
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a) PASSIVE TRAITS:
Players can increase these by levelling up their hero and distributing skill
points, these traits only last until the end of the server.
Damage
Speed
Defence
Agility

b) PASSIVE ATTRIBUTES:
Increasing or reducing resource production.
Increasing or disrupting the production of troops.
Increasing or disrupting the production of workers.
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c) ACQUIRABLE SKILLS (PVP ARENA):
Each hero has a skill tree based on their choice of race, and players can put
points into new skills, which they can then use in the arena; skills can be
upgraded.
See PVP skills document for examples (not yet created- skills have to be
added into one document).
Players receive points when they level up which they can then use in the
skill tree system, each race’s skill tree has 3 types of skills:
Humans have: Knight, Holy/Priest, Mage.
Elves have: Assassin, Ranger, Druid.
Dwarves have: Hunter, Tinkerer, Warrior.
The skill trees would be joined at the bottom and split into their respective
types at the top, and each skill type has a set of powerful final skills; players can
choose 2 settings out of 3 of the final skill sets. (Limiting players’ play styles
slightly, making skill choices more important.)
Players will be able to pay MEDC to reset their skill points.

d) STATUS EFFECTS
Abilities can give beneficial or negative effects; these can be permanent or last a
short amount of time.

BENEFICIAL EFFECTS:
Increased armour
Increased magic resistance
Block attacks (usually under 5 attacks)
Immunity (Up to 5 seconds)
Increase damage (small increase, permanently for the whole fight or
short burst, 5-10 seconds)
Damage Reduction (overall, doesn’t take into account resistances)
Movement Speed (different from short dashing abilities, sometimes tied
together)
Increase Range
Hurt enemies when hit (e.g. barbed/ thorn armour)
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NEGATIVE EFFECTS:
Damage over time (Bleeding, Poison, Burning, Frozen, etc)
Slow the player (Slow down movement speed)
Reduce resistances (magic resist or armour)
Slow time (time slows down except for the player that used the ability)
Stop movement (Lock player in place for a set time)
Stop Character (Knock out, sleep, stun etc)
Limit movement area (battle royale style closing in zone)
Lower Range/ Blind character

e) SKILL TREE LAYOUTS:
Skill trees can have multiple paths which interlink, meaning you cannot choose
any skill from the top of the tree, it has to be chained with abilities next to the
previously selected one.
The player will be able to put points into 2 of the 3 class’s final 4 abilities, for
example: A human can choose priest and knight but then cannot choose mage,
this allows for a varied combination of abilities but without using 3 different
class’s major abilities.
There will be 30 skills per race, a player can unlock up to 26 of these skills on a
character (as one of the class’s final skill tree is blocked out).
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7.2 PVP ARENA COMBAT:
Combat between two players. (Possibly more in a future update).
Hero against hero
2D design - high-quality and high-resolution sprites – aesthetically pleasing but
still functional on mobile and browser.

a) ARENA MATCHMAKING:
RANDOM MATCHMAKING:
Heroes of the same level category can be matched randomly to fight in
the arena, categories change every 5 levels.
Random matchmaking has preassigned staking based on level tiers (low
amounts of silver).
Random matchmaking has no tax on staking.
Units from each player’s army will spawn and run towards the central
building, these units will fight each other and then attack the tower, they
can only be spearmen.
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FREE PLAY:
Free play arena has no minimum Silver entry stake, players can set a
stake and other players have to agree and match it before entering the
arena, currently no plans for a maximum stake, this will be publicly
voted on.
Matches and championships could be organized in advance with the free
play system.
Free play has a 10% tax to prevent players from trading resources
without a fee, only the winner is taxed.
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b) PROGRESSION
Both player’s heroes receive XP for each match played, the winner
receives more.
XP is awarded to players based on their level and staking range, XP
required to level up increases with each level, this applies to both NFT
level and RTS level, the rate at which XP requirements increase above
level 50 for the NFT is 1.5x the previous level’s required XP, levels below
that are not exponential.
Level 1 to 50 XP requirement growth is broken down into: 1-5 -> 1.1x, 5-15
-> 1.15x,15-25 -> 1.2x, 25-40 -> 1.25x, 40-50 -> 1.3x.

XP gain will increase similarly to XP requirements per level, but at a
lower rate: 1-5-> 1x, 5-15 -> 1.1x, 15-25 -> 1.15x, 25-40 -> 1.2x, 40-50 -> 1.25x.
This is all subject to balancing.

c) CONTROLS
Click to move, clicking on a location automatically moves the hero there
unless they are affected by a stun, sleep etc.
Buttons will have to be remappable to new keys (if they are bound to a
key), in the future mobile version of the MOBA PVP arena, players will
have a choice of click to move or a touchscreen joystick simulation.
4 skills are useable in the arena and players must be able to select them
beforehand. (This would be in the hero skills page, not during arena
matchmaking).
Skills are bound to “Q”,”W”,”E”,”R” by default on desktop and laptop
machines (these can be changed in the settings menu).
On mobile devices there will be 4 buttons on one side that the player can
press with one hand while moving with the other.
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7.3 BATTLEFIELD (PVP MAP):
PVP combat has a separate map.
There is a 10 minute time limit.
The map is square.
Players start from each corner.
There is a structure in the middle of the map - this structure holds half of each
player's stake (the other half stays in the hero's pocket and acts as the players HP).
The map is randomly generated, adding trees, grass, hills, rocks etc. Players can
choose between 3 random events before starting the match (both players pick 1
and the game picks one of the two).
Allow players to enter a seed for a specific map they may want to replay in free
play mode. (Make sure extra treasure is random and doesn’t spawn based on seed).
Allow players to choose specific maps if they own them as NFTs. (Free play only)
(Future addition).
The PVP arena is going to have random events (falling objects, moving platforms,
attacking AI animals, a dangerous environment like lava or hot fumes, spikes
around the arena, etc.).
Your soldiers – each player has units that spawn from their end of the map and
move in small groups towards the structure in the middle of the map to destroy it,
they focus on killing each other first.
Soldiers spawning are subtracted from the number of units in the player's village.
PVP requires an army, so players need to upgrade their villages as well as make
sure they have a sufficient flow of resources.
Players can destroy the central structure and knock Silver out of it, soldiers can
also do this and carry back silver to their base, any silver that soldiers carry back
gets added to that player’s pocket (health bar).
Skills and attacks knock out a percentage of the other player’s silver. E.g. standard
attacks hit for 1% of the enemy player’s held Silver.

a) PURPOSE OF PVP:
Take the other player’s Silver and/or destroy the structure in the middle of the
map. In addition, players can “knock out” Silver from the other player’s pocket per
hit. These Silver pieces fall to the ground and can be collected by either player.
When the central structure is destroyed, the player with the most Silver wins
and both players keep the Silver that remains in their pockets. If one player loses
all of their Silver, then they lose. The player with more Silver at the end of the
match wins. In free play mode, the stake is taxed once combat is over. (only the
winner pays a 0.1% fee based on how much Silver they have gained).
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8. COMMUNITY BUILDING/CLANS:
Any two-player can create a clan.
Clans are a democracy – players vote and there is no leader.
Clan members may send resources to each other at a reduced tax rate.
The limit of how many clan members there can be in the clan depends on the
level of the clan founder's Tavern. (The level of the Tavern is also responsible for
the number of Workers that can be sent to the resource fields).
A clan can rule a region or multiple regions of the map.

a) DOMINATE REGIONS:
To rule a region a player or clan must occupy 51% of the region.
E.g., the number of villages and outlying areas occupied by the clan
members must be 51% of the total area of the Region.
Garrisons also count towards occupation percentage.

b) ADVANTAGES OF RULING A REGION:
2% of the transaction tax fees in the territories of a ruled region are paid
to the clan that rules the region, all clan members receive an equal cut if
the treasury is full. At the end of the server, the remaining resource value
of the clan can be converted to upgrade the NFT’s of the clan’s members.
Example: 10000 Trees
10000 Stones = 2% Fee
200 Trees and 200

⇋

⇒

Stones 10% Clan Tax 20 Trees and 20 Stones go to the Clan

8.1 COMMON ECONOMIC GOAL:
a) TREASURY:
A decentralized building that the clan can fill with Silver. These can be
found in the villages of clan members and has to be protected by the clan.
It has one level and can hold 100,000 pieces of Silver.
There can be only one per clan.
5% of the Silver earned from looting is automatically deposited here.
Players can also deposit Silver voluntarily, there is no limit.
Players can't withdraw Silver from it - the full amount inside the
Treasury is automatically locked at the end of the server and the value
stored in it is distributed into the clan member’s NFT heroes.
If the treasury is full, it is highlighted on the map so every player/ clan
can see it.
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8.2 INTERNAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM:
Simple mailing system that allows players to send messages to each other.

9. ENDGAME:
Players fight to defeat the 4th Nation until the end of the server while also fighting
each other.
The game can end in one of two ways:

a) COMMUNITY LOSE:
The 4th Nation builds villages in every empty area, dominating the entire
valley. In this case, they win and there is no winner on the server. The
players can exchange as many MED Crystals as they have extracted so far. In
this case players can use the value of their resources to add value to their
NFTs and receive no other bonuses.

b) COMMUNITY WIN:
The players destroy all the villages of the 4th Nation. By doing so, they
eradicate the evil from the valley. They win and receive bonuses as well as
some players or clans gain achievements. Bonuses scale based on clan and
player rankings, e.g. the player with the most 4th nation villages destroyed
gains a 1% bonus, the second highest player gains a 0.5% bonus, this scales like
so: 1%, 0.5%, 0.25%, 0.1%.

9.1 WINNERS:
a) PVP - HERO WINNER:
The hero with the most wins in the PVP arena at the moment the server
ends.
Prize: The player is going to receive a server PVP champion pendant NFT
and also receives 10 governance tokens.

b) ECONOMIC WINNER:
The player whose village is the first to have everything built up to maximum
level. This can happen before the end of the server but is only awarded if the
players defeat the 4th Nation.
Prize: the winning player will receive 10 governance tokens and a +1%
production boost to their NFT. Also, they will be awarded an NFT.
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c) COMMUNITY WINNER:
Clans and all their members. Any clan that fills its treasury and keeps it that
way until the server’s end wins and the treasury’s contents are distributed
among the clan members.
Prize: community prize. All clan members’ NFT receives a +0.5%
production bonus.

d) 4TH NATION CRUSHER:
Player/ clan that has captured the most territory from or killed the most
population of the 4th Nation.
Prize: (Clans) Large amount of silver split between clan members based on
the amount of 4th nation units destroyed.(Player) Receives a 0.5%
production boost to the player’s NFT.

9.2 SETTLEMENT:
Initially the server logs each transaction during its run then it will automatically
transfer the MED Crystals to the user’s wallets and use the crypto chain to register
the transactions in the global history.

10. NFTS AND MARKETPLACE INFORMATION:
There will be an auction system in the launcher which allows players to buy hero
skins, village skins and more, and these will purely be cosmetic.
We designed skins that will be permanent premium and must be bought with
Tether(USDT) tokens, allowing for a stable price and consistent income.
We will allow users to create and sell their skins for weapons and heroes, and these
will have to be curated slightly for profanity and other potential issues to keep the
game quality and style in check (upvoting + MEDT vote). These skins will be sold for
MEDC, and the creator pays for them to be minted. We take a small percentage
(0.1%) of the final sale price as a transaction fee.
NFTs will be sold directly between players or on our NFT trading/selling platform
via the auction system.
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Key points of NFT integration are:
Apart from the PVP arena, all NFT integration will be cosmetic.
Hero’s core (Character / main information).
We will create hero skins, and other skins (permanent) will be purchasable via
USDT.
Weapon Skins (Separate from hero skins, changes a hero’s weapon appearance).
Village skins (set of art to change the look of a player’s village) (In-house created
permanent) (USDT).
Players will have a wardrobe for their skins, allowing them to equip it whenever
they like. This wardrobe will also detect NFT skins attached to the player’s account.
Temporary skins will be lost at the end of each server unless one is minted onto a
hero.

11. PLAYER RETENTION AND INCENTIVES:
An achievement system will allow players to aim for completing specific tasks such
as having the first village completed, earning the most Silver, pillaging the most
villages, destroying most of the 4th nation’s settlements etc. These will allow players
to earn badges and cosmetic accessories on their Hero’s Core (NFT), potentially
increasing its value. This mechanism will be similar just like the badge that the
players will receive after the ending of a server.
Each player will have daily tasks that reward them, either raw resources or an
increase in production for a set amount of time (3-5% increase).
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Potential rewards for consecutive days played. Every 5 days in a row, the player gets
a reward.
Invite a friend system- players can invite their friends to play, earning a reward if
the person they invite plays the game for a certain amount of time (e.g. 3 days).
Emoji system: Players can earn and equip emojis to activate in the PVP arena. These
are cosmetic rewards given to players randomly through looting and other random
reward scenarios and purchased via Silver.

12. ART AND SOUND:
The game must be able to be muted.
Every button or interaction needs a sound effect, every menu button or action by
the player must play audio. (These would be short, max 1 second audio clips).
We will need multiple soundtracks, these would be for: main menu/ launcher, RTS
game (potentially multiple), PVP arena music (these would changes based on arena).
The art style needs to be mostly consistent or the art styles must compliment
whatever is already done, generally aesthetically pleasing and high resolution with
a pixel perfect target.
User Interface (UI) needs to adhere to a set colour scheme and pallet to make sure
that branding matches.

COLORS:

Additional colors: black, white
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FONTS:
Logo - yellow+outlined: Libre Franklin Black
Additional title on logo: Alyssum

LOGO VARIATONS:

MEDLAND

MED MED
LAND

LAND

13. COMMUNITY INPUT:
Players essentially decide the value of the game’s resources and currency (to an
extent). There will be an advanced feedback system where players can contribute to
the development of the game (these players must have MED Tokens), players who
hold the tokens can see a selection of potential upcoming features and vote for
which one they would like to see implemented.
Players can either buy MED Tokens or they can obtain them via free token drops
within the game, allowing the voting system to cater to the interests of crypto asset
holders as well as the players.
Players that do not have MED Tokens will be able to upvote a feature but the final
decision is done by token holder votes.
Voters (those with MED Tokens) who participate are entered into a lottery system
which awards a badge on their NFT, incentivising them to vote.
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14. DEVELOPMENT PLAN:
This is a breakdown of planned development time and feature integration.
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